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ABSTRACT

Prosociality encompasses a variety of actions aimed at benefitting another person, (e.g., Brownell, 2013; Martin & Olson, 2015; Thompson & Newton, 2013). One category of prosocial behaviors is sharing, which uniquely requires relinquishing an object to alleviate another person’s need (Pettygrove, Hammond, Karahuta, Waugh, & Brownell, 2013). While past research has shown that children may have some innate predisposition towards prosociality (e.g., Killen & de Waal, 2000; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009b), there are also situational influences that may encourage such behaviors (e.g., Martin & Olson, 2015). The current three studies investigate preschoolers’ and early elementary school children’s ability to consider another person’s goal when distributing resources in a sharing scenario for others and themselves. In
Study 1, participants were presented with either a concrete or non-specific goal and asked to distribute resources between two characters. By age 5, children varied their sharing behaviors based on the goal presented to them, while 3- and 4-year-olds prioritized equity across conditions. Study 2 expanded on these findings, asking children to distribute their own resources with another character. Children of all ages showed a preference for equity in this study, choosing to treat themselves and a partner equally. Finally, Study 3 investigated children’s sensitivity to another’s proximity to a goal. By age 5, children varied their distribution behaviors dependent upon the goal completion presented to them, preferring to donate more to someone whose goal was nearer completion. Taken together, these studies provide a first step towards a better understanding of one potential motivation behind children’s distribution and sharing behaviors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Prosocial behaviors are defined as a broad range of actions intended to benefit a person other than oneself, and include instrumentally helping, sharing, and comforting (e.g., Brownell, 2013; Martin & Olson, 2015; Thompson & Newton, 2013). Importantly, each of these categories of prosociality necessitates its own physical, cognitive, and emotional capacities (Dunfield, Kuhlmeier, O’Connell, & Kelley, 2011; Thompson & Newton, 2013) that may influence when children are able to perform different prosocial behaviors and leave them open to other influential factors. From infancy, children prefer characters that help others, rather than those who hinder (e.g., Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007). Additionally, they begin to exhibit their own desire to help others shortly after their first birthdays (e.g., Svetlova, Nichols, & Brownell, 2010; Warneken & Tomasello, 2006), becoming more refined in their prosocial abilities over time. This refinement includes taking into account aspects of both the person in-need and the helping situation itself. The current project seeks to examine one potential influence on children’s sharing behaviors, namely whether children will adjust their distribution behaviors in light of another’s rationale for desiring a particular resource, and, if so, if they are able to make the same decisions when their own resources are involved. By investigating children’s sensitivity to such goal understanding and its potential impact on sharing, the current research will provide more information on how the setting of a potential prosocial encounter influences the outcome. Indeed, past research has identified situational influences on children’s propensity for helpfulness. Specifically, people, including children in early stages of development, take into account factors such as external rewards (e.g., Frey & Oberholzer-Gee, 1997; Warneken & Tomasello, 2014), presence and awareness of the potential recipient (Buhrmester, Goldfarb, & Cantrell, 1992; Leimgruber, Shaw, Santos, & Olson, 2012), and presence of a third party (Engelmann, Hermann,
& Tomasello, 2012; Engelmann, Over, Herrman, & Tomasello, 2013) when deciding whether or not to help. By adding to our understanding of the factors that contribute to prosocial decisions, the research in this dissertation may inform on a potential to enhance life quality, such as by increasing charitable donations.

1.1 The Origins of Prosociality

1.1.1 An evolutionary perspective.

Historically, researchers have puzzled over the existence of prosocial behaviors. These behaviors are particularly troublesome for traditional evolutionary theories that focus on the individual and emphasize surviving long enough to reproduce. Specifically, Darwin’s (1859) theory of evolution requires self-preservation as a mechanism to aid in reproduction. Helping others seemingly contradicts this theory, as sacrificing one’s own resources or putting oneself at-risk may jeopardize the likelihood of reproduction. Darwin (1871) acknowledged that altruistic tendencies were problematic for his theory of natural selection, as they seemed to counter what he thought necessary to survive and reproduce.

Since then, subsequent researchers have considered the larger context, rather than focusing on the individual alone, and have revealed potential benefits of prosociality. For one, Hamilton (1964) posited a theory of inclusive fitness, called kin selection. According to this theory, if the individual is unable to increase their own chance at reproductive success, then they should focus on the reproductive successes of their kin members. As these kin members share genes, focusing instead on the reproductive opportunities of their kin ensures that some of their own genes are passed on to future generations. Later, Trivers (1971) expanded on this work, seeking to explain potential benefits of prosociality directed towards non-kin members. He theorized that help may have been selectively provided to those group members who were likely
to reciprocate and return the help in the future when needed. Thus, long-term mutually beneficial relationships could be forged, wherein both partners sought to enhance their reproductive chances.

Some evidence that prosocial behaviors may have an evolutionary basis comes from comparative work conducted with non-human primates. Chimpanzees have been found able and willing to help others, retrieving out-of-reach objects for humans (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006), or opening a door for a conspecific who cannot do it themselves (Warneken, Hare, Melis, Hanus, & Tomasello, 2007). Similar to humans (Warneken & Tomasello, 2014), chimpanzees even perform these prosocial acts in the absence of rewards (Warneken et al., 2007). Finally, there has also been some evidence of chimpanzees sharing with others. In one study, Horner, Carter, Suchak, and de Waal (2011) presented chimpanzees with two tokens representing selfish and prosocial rewards. Chimpanzees were permitted to choose only one token, and showed a significant preference for the prosocial option. However, sharing in the wild has been observed less often, and typically consists only of sharing food with others, particularly between mothers and their offspring or desired sexual partners (Muller & Mitani, 2005; Ueno & Matsuzawa, 2004). Overall, that similar prosocial behaviors are shown by human’s closest evolutionary relatives provides evidence that prosociality may stem from a common origin.

1.1.2 An ontogenetic perspective.

In addition to comparative researchers examining the phylogenetic roots of prosociality, developmental researchers also consider the ontogenetic origins of prosociality. An early emerging preference for prosociality provides further evidence that it may be an innate tendency. Beginning before young infants are physically able to help others, they show an emerging preference for helpful behaviors from others (Hamlin & Wynn, 2011; Hamlin et al., 2007;
Schmidt & Sommerville, 2011; Sommerville, Schmidt, Yun, & Burns, 2013). For example, in a violation of expectations paradigm, 3-month-olds looked longer at an event in which a protagonist character sat next to an unhelpful character than when it sat next to a helpful character, suggesting surprise at this outcome (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2010). Additionally, by 6 months, infants in a forced-choice measure chose a character that had previously been helpful, rather than unhelpful (Hamlin et al., 2007), and by 19 months, they reliably moved in proximity towards a fair, rather than unfair, actor (Burns & Sommerville, 2014).

Children not only prefer others to behave prosocially, but begin early on to exhibit such helpful behaviors. These early helpful behaviors include participating in household chores (Rheingold, 1982), retrieving out-of-reach objects (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006), or attempting to comfort someone who is crying (Eisenberg, Fabes, Carlo, & Karbon, 1998). One characteristic of such early prosociality is that children are intrinsically motivated. That is, they do not act prosocially in hopes of obtaining some external reward; rather, giving 20-month-olds a material reward (e.g., a toy cube) decreases their likelihood of prosociality after the reward is removed (Warneken & Tomasello, 2014). This intrinsic motivation seems to persist throughout the lifespan. Specifically, adults are more likely to share their resources when making charitable donations when another donor will match their contributions, substantiating their contributions (Karlan & List, 2007); however, this may result in an over-justification effect, undermining future charitable donations after matching is removed (Meier, 2007).

Individual differences also seem to contribute to how inclined people may be to act prosocially. One potential origin is genetic, as evidence has been found linking prosociality to temperament (Farver & Branstetter, 1994), a construct that is widely agreed to have an innate basis (Lewis, 1989). Specifically, 18- and 30-month-olds whose temperaments were classified as
easy were significantly more likely to act prosocially towards a distressed peer than those whose temperaments were classified as slow-to-warm-up or difficult. Additional studies have also found relationships between prosociality and specific characteristics of temperament. For one, there is a negative relationship between children’s reactivity and affect and their likelihood to relieve someone’s distress (Young, Fox, & Zahn-Waxler, 1999). That is, children who reacted less strongly to someone’s distress and showed little affect after experiencing such distress were unlikely to aid the person in-need. Furthermore, low fearfulness has been found to be predictive of later comforting behaviors (Liew et al., 2011).

In addition to internal characteristics that may affect children’s prosociality, there may also be external influences that encourage children to uphold these standards. For example, House et al. (2013) compared children from six different societies on two games in which they had the opportunity to act in a prosocial manner. They found distinct differences in the way that these children responded to the tasks across cultures; by middle childhood, the nature of children’s prosocial behaviors began to mirror those of adults in their respective societies. Similarly, Köster, Schuhmacher, and Kärtner (2015) found differences in children’s prosociality across collectivist and individualistic cultures, further highlighting the impact of socialization on children’s prosociality. In addition to cultural socialization on a macrosystemic level, it is likely that children are also influenced by their parents’ socialization. Specifically, Newton, Laible, Steele and McGinley (2014) found that more sensitive parents fostered higher levels of prosociality in their children, while Hay and Cook (2007) established parental influence on children’s prosociality through attachment, discipline, and parent mental health issues. Overall, these individual and societal differences result in a widely variable expression of prosociality across people and time.
These tendencies towards prosociality prove beneficial at both the individual and the societal level. In childhood, a higher propensity for prosocial behaviors is associated with more social sophistication and success (Bear & Rys, 1994; Dunn, Cutting, & Fisher, 2002; Farver & Branstetter, 1994), higher self-regulatory abilities (Rothbart, Ahadi, & Hershey, 1994), and lower externalizing problems (Bandura, Caprara, Barbaranelli, Pastorelli, & Regalia, 2001). Similar benefits are seen in adulthood, with prosociality fostering higher self-esteem (Newman, Vasudev, & Onawola, 1986) and greater life satisfaction in general (Wheeler, Gorey, & Greenblatt, 1998). Furthermore, acting more prosocially leads to better relationship quality (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010) and acts as a buffer against depression (Wilson & Musick, 1999).

A preference for prosociality may also aid in cultural sustainment, as it may sometimes be necessary for group members to work together (Warneken & Tomasello, 2009b). If people are indeed predisposed towards helping others, then everyone initiates cooperation and continues on in a tit-for-tat manner, doing what others do (Alexrod & Hamilton, 1981). This also allows for uncooperative members’ behaviors to be extinguished by the group (Tooby & Cosmides, 1989). However, others argue that while a biological predisposition towards prosociality may exist, it does not necessarily fuel prosociality (Killen & de Waal, 2000). In this case, a predisposition towards prosociality acts only as a foundation on which prosocial acts can occur, but does not act as a drive for them.

1.2 Development of Prosocial Behaviors

Current views conceptualize prosociality as a range of behaviors, including helping, sharing, and comforting (e.g., Brownell, 2013; Dunfield et al., 2011; Martin & Olson, 2015; Paulus, 2014; Thompson & Newton, 2013). However, each of these individual prosocial categories may necessitate different requirements on the part of the helper, including varying
degrees of cognitive competence, or other-person orientation (e.g., Thompson & Newton, 2013; Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, Wagner, & Chapman, 1992). Because of these differentially required cognitive competencies, the same physical action can be an example of different forms of prosociality (Svetlova et al., 2010). For example, handing someone a toy because it was dropped would be classified as instrumental helping, while handing someone a toy as a means to resolve an unequal distribution would constitute sharing. Thus, conceptualizing any form of prosocial behavior comes first through the identification of the cue or situation to which the child is responding (Dunfield, 2014; Dunfield et al., 2011; Kuhlmeier, Dunfield, & O’Neill, 2014).

The earliest appearing prosocial behavior is seen by approximately 14 months of age (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1992). At this point, infants begin instrumental helping, in which they provide physical help to fulfill an action-based task (e.g., Svetlova et al., 2010). In home-based naturalistic observations, instrumental helping has been observed as children assist their parents in household tasks, such as sweeping or setting the table (Rheingold, 1982). Interestingly, these earliest attempts at helping may unintentionally cause negative outcomes for the other person, such as a child trying to set the table and, in progress, spilling a drink that they are unable to clean up (Eisenberg & Spinrad, 2014). Similar forms of instrumental helping can also be elicited from toddlers in laboratory settings. In such procedures, children witness an adult attempting to complete a task (e.g., trying to retrieve a dropped item) and are given the opportunity to help the adult (by handing them the item desired item; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009a). Taken together, these studies provide support for children’s earliest desire to help others, even when they lack the sophistication to do so successfully.

Providing successful instrumental help necessitates children’s understanding of certain foundational aspects. Specifically, they must first identify another person’s goal, represent the
solution necessary to fulfill that goal, and finally carry out the steps of the solution (Dunfield et al., 2011). Indeed, past research has shown that children use a third party’s goals to influence their own helping behaviors (e.g., Warneken & Tomasello, 2006, 2007). 14-month-olds were able to infer the goal of an experimenter (e.g., trying to open a door while her hands are full) and help her to complete the goal (by opening the door) without ever seeing the intended act completed.

While instrumental helping does require that children can identify another person’s goal, it does not require emotional understanding or the ability to contend with competing desires for resources, as do other forms of prosociality (Brownell, Svetlova, & Nichols, 2009; Dunfield et al., 2011; Hay, 2006; Thompson, Barresi, & Moore, 1997). Interestingly, instrumental helping is also the form of prosociality most commonly seen in human’s closest relative, the chimpanzee (e.g., Tomasello & Vaish, 2013; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009b). Taken together, its early ontogenetic emergence and phylogenetic presence suggest that instrumental helping may be one of the simplest forms of prosociality.

Later, children show foundational aspects of comforting, in which they must accurately interpret another’s emotional state and respond appropriately (Dunfield et al., 2011). While children can recognize negative states in others during their first year (Bischof-Köhler, 1991; Vaish, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009; Hoffman, 1975; Radke-Yarrow et al., 1976; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1992), comforting also necessitates that they are able to alleviate such negativity. It is not until their second year that children begin to comfort others (Dunfield et al., 2011; Hoffman, 1982, 2000; Radke-Yarrow et al., 1976).

This protracted development may stem from a unique challenge associated with comforting: children may not be afforded the opportunity to see the cause of a negative state. In
contrast to helping scenarios in which the problem is visible, it is possible that comforting may follow an event that the child did not witness. This leaves children unable to understand the cause of the distress, and consequently struggle in knowing how to alleviate it. Furthermore, children may still struggle with egocentrism, leaving them focused only on their own emotions, unable to separate them from another person’s emotions (Batson, 1991). In this case, children are likely unable to successfully comfort another, as they are restricted to comforting strategies that relieve their own distress, but may not help another (Hoffman, 2000).

Further support for the complexity of comforting comes from work with non-human primates. Predominantly, non-human primates have not been directly observed comforting conspecifics. However, some species, such as orangutans, have been found to display more prosocial behaviors after witnessing someone be harmed, echoing human sympathy (Liebal, Vaish, Haun, & Tomasello, 2014). On the other hand, other species have not been found to make these same other-regarding behaviors, suggesting that these higher-level cognitive processes do not interact with prosociality as they do in humans (Liebal et al., 2014; Silk et al., 2005). In sum, its later emergence in ontogeny and mixed findings in phylogeny suggests that comforting others may be a more complex form of prosociality, requiring a sophisticated understanding of emotions and self-other differentiation.

By age three, altruism is introduced into children’s prosocial repertoire. This is typically the latest appearing form of prosociality, as it mandates the ability to sacrifice something of one’s own in order to help another person. In contrast with instrumental helping that requires children only to complete a physical task, and comforting, which involves providing only emotional help, altruism requires the child to give up something of their own to help to alleviate a problem. This mandates that children are able to infer both the goal and emotional state of
another person. This self-sacrificing form of prosociality has been found difficult for young children, as 30-month-olds trend towards possessiveness, rather than prosociality (Svetlova et al., 2010). However, 3-year-olds begin to partake in early altruistic acts, but these behaviors are selectively directed towards people who are socially closer with them (i.e., a friend) rather than those who are more socially distant (i.e., an anonymous other or disliked peer; Kanfer, Stifter, & Morris, 1981).

Work examining chimpanzees’ capacity for altruism has provided more mixed results. Some authors have found that chimpanzees are indeed willing to sacrifice on their own behalf in order to help another (Boesch, Bolé, Eckhardt, & Boesch, 2010; Schino & Aureli, 2009; Warneken et al., 2007). However, they may require a direct request to do so, as it is rare that they are able to provide this help entirely on their own with no outside support (Yamamoto, Humle, & Tanaka, 2009). On the other hand, other researchers have not found such evidence of altruism, instead positing that chimpanzees are unlikely to provide help at a sacrifice to themselves when there is no potential benefit, even at a low-cost, or when a conspecific is directly requesting help (Vonk et al., 2008; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009b). Thus, it seems that altruism is a complex form of prosocial behavior, and there is still debate on the extent to which it is present in non-human primates.

Many researchers have considered different potential motivations for children’s prosocial behaviors. One possibility is that children’s earliest prosocial acts are self-serving, fulfilling the child’s desire for some social interaction (e.g., Hay & Cook, 2007; Paulus, 2014; Rheingold, 1982; Tomasello & Vaish, 2013; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009a). In this case, children’s earliest prosociality does not exist to provide benefits towards another in any way. This may explain some of the selectivity of children’s early prosocial behaviors, preferring to share with caregivers
or close peers (Martin & Olson, 2015), likely the same people with whom they wish to engage. According to these accounts, children’s earliest prosocial-appearing acts are not truly prosocial by definition, as the child seeks to help themselves, rather than another person (Thompson & Newton, 2013).

A second potential motivation for early prosociality is goal-alignment (Paulus, 2014). In this model, children need not understand the intentions of another person, but recognize only that there is an unfulfilled goal. Referred to as “goal contagion,” Paulus (2014) argues that children become “infected” with another person’s goal, and now seek to fulfill it as their own. That is, when children see a person in-need fail to achieve their goal, they take up that goal as their own, and choose to help only as a means to fulfill their own goal, rather than focusing on the desires of the original party.

A final possibility is that children’s earliest prosocial behaviors are driven by an empathic concern for others. Specifically, Batson (1991) argues that, early in development, seeing someone in need causes an infant distress. As young children are unable to differentiate between self and other, this distress manifests itself as “emotion contagion.” In contrast to Paulus’ (2014) goal contagion model in which children assume someone’s goal as their own, emotion contagion models propose that children absorb someone else’s emotions as their own. In these models, children choose to help as a means to solve the distress that they have inherited from another person. It is not until later in development that children are driven by sympathy, a concern for another’s welfare (Hepach, Vaish, & Tomasello, 2013; Paulus, 2014). For example, 18-month-olds were significantly more likely to share a balloon with someone who had previously been harmed than someone who had experienced no harm (Vaish et al., 2009). Thus, children may
initially act in a prosocial manner to alleviate their own negative states, but become more sophisticated with time, aiming only to help another.

1.3 Development of Sharing

For my dissertation, I focus on one final category of prosocial behavior: sharing. Conceptualized as the relinquishment of objects in response to another’s need, children’s earliest sharing behaviors typically appear by the end of the second year, such as giving up one’s own toys to an experimenter who has none (Pettygrove, Hammond, Karahuta, Waugh, & Brownell, 2013). Sharing appears later in development than other categories of prosociality and has a prolonged development. Notably, sharing can often be considered a subset of altruism, as both require children sacrificing their own resources to help another. However, sharing decisions are not always considered altruistic, such as when children are asked to distribute resources between others, or when they share to benefit themselves in some way, such as to gain access to a new object in return.

Successful sharing involves three basic phases (Brownell, 2013; Dunfield et al., 2011). First, individuals must recognize and represent the problem at-hand. This may come in the form of noticing unfairness (e.g., an unequal distribution of resources) or an unmet need (e.g., a charity that has not yet fulfilled its fundraising goal). Second, individuals must recognize the solution to the problem, such as allocating resources to the other party. Finally, they must possess the necessary motivation and ability to redistribute resources. Importantly, behaviors can only be classified as true sharing if the individual understands the motivation for relinquishing their resources. If they do not, then their help cannot be categorized as successful sharing, as they have not met the basic requirements of recognizing the problem at-hand (Dunfield et al., 2011).
1.3.1 Foundations for sharing.

There are several foundations that may underlie children’s capacity to successfully complete each of these necessary phases for sharing. For one, children must distinguish themselves from another and be able to take another’s perspective. If they lack these abilities, then it is unlikely that they would notice that a partner has desires that do not align with their own. Specifically, they must understand that while both parties desire a resource, only they have access to it, while their partner does not (Paulus, 2014). In this situation, children must contend with competing desires for resources (their own and another’s), something with which they seem to have difficulty. This may shed light on why sharing behaviors are often absent from toddlers’ naturalistic interactions (Brownell, Iesue, Nichols, & Svetlova, 2013), but are present in more controlled laboratory settings in which an experimenter more overtly expresses their desires (Brownell et al., 2009).

A second foundation for sharing is the understanding of others’ goals (Thompson & Newton, 2013). Past work reveals young infants’ ability to comprehend intentionality and goals (Behne, Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2005). For example, in a preferential looking paradigm, 6- and 9-month-old infants first saw an actor’s hand reach towards one of two objects; then they saw the hand reach towards the formerly unchosen object (Woodward, 1998). By 6 months of age, infants reliably looked longer when the hand approached the previously unchosen object, indicating surprise with the actor’s new object choice after an intention to interact with the other object had been established. Such goal understanding must be in place before children can successfully share. If children are unaware that a person is attempting to fulfill a goal (or cannot decipher what that goal is), it is unlikely that they will be able to provide helpful assistance (Warneken & Tomasello, 2009a; 2009b).
In addition to understanding another person’s goal, children must infer the steps necessary for goal completion. The ability to infer the steps needed to complete at least simple physical acts is also in place early in development. For example, after witnessing an actor try to pull a barbell toy into its two separate pieces, 18-month-olds (but not 12-month-olds) pulled the toy apart, rather than just replicating the adult’s surface acts of slipping their fingers off at the toy’s ends while the toy remained intact (e.g., Bellagamba & Tomasello, 1999; Meltzoff, 1995). This work provides evidence that children can understand how to fulfill others’ intended actions, even if they were not granted the opportunity to see the goal fulfilled. This may mean that they are able to implement plans to help others when necessary.

An additional foundation necessary for sharing is relinquishing resources, which often conceptually separates sharing from other forms of prosociality. In experimental settings, children have exhibited sharing behaviors beginning around 18 months of age, but they required a substantial amount of adult scaffolding (Brownell et al., 2009). That is, when children had the opportunity to retrieve crackers for either only themselves or themselves and an experimenter, the experimenter gave the children additional cues to aid in the understanding of their desires (e.g., “I like crackers. I want a cracker.”). Children were significantly more likely to reward the partner when they had made clear their desires, and these behaviors occurred infrequently in absence of such cues. However, even when children understand how to remedy a situation, relinquishing resources proves difficult, thus serving as a challenge for children when attempting to provide help (e.g., Brownell et al., 2013). For example, in their spontaneous play repertoires with peers, toddlers are often seen showing objects to other children, but rarely physically sharing them (e.g., Svetlova et al., 2010). Thus, while children may have a foundational
preference to share with others, relinquishing resources may directly inhibit them from following through on this.

A final potential foundation for children’s sharing is ownership understanding. Importantly, some authors have even argued that relinquishing an object to another cannot truly be considered sharing until the child has an understanding of ownership (Brownell et al., 2013b; Rochat et al., 2009). Interestingly, there have been mixed findings on the relationship between ownership understanding and sharing. On one hand, a positive relationship was found between toddlers’ understanding of ownership and sharing, where those who better understood ownership were more likely to share (Brownell et al., 2013). Thus, if children can sufficiently understand that an object is rightfully their property (even when it is not in their current physical possession), then children may be more likely to share on the understanding the object will be returned to them. Conversely, other studies have found that children who more clearly communicate their ownership over an object (by calling it “mine”) were more likely to maintain possession over their toys (Ross, Friedman, & Field, 2014). Furthermore, children from age 2 seem to have some understanding of ownership, acting more willingly to share a jointly owned class object than one that is solely their own (Eisenberg-Berg, Haake, Hand, & Sadalla, 1979). Thus, while it is largely agreed upon that ownership understanding is influential on children’s sharing behavior, the direction of this influence remains unclear.

1.3.2 Sharing decisions.

Although each of the foundations above is necessary for children’s ability to share, they may also be affected by influences in the moment that they are making a sharing decision. That is, there are many different factors that can influence whether or not children will decide to share
on any particular occasion. In contrast to the rudimentary ability to share, these factors may encourage whether or not sharing is expressed in a given situation.

One potential influence on children’s sharing may stem from their past decisions to share (Chernyak & Kushnir, 2013). As children’s past helpfulness may promote a view of themselves as prosocial beings, their prosocial decisions may be driven by a desire to remain consistent with this established view. For example, after preschoolers had made a costly sharing choice, they were more likely to share on a second trial compared to children who had made a non-costly choice. This suggests that children’s sharing decisions are influenced by past choices, fueling a desire to remain consistent in their prosociality.

In addition to maintaining consistency with their own views, children may be interested in upholding their prosocial reputation to others. 5-year-olds share more when a peer is in the room observing their choices (Engelmann et al., 2012), especially if the peer is aware of all possible donation options (Leimgruber et al., 2012). However, when children and their peers were both able to provide help to someone, 5-year-olds showed evidence of the bystander effect, in which they were significantly less likely to help than when no peer was present (Plötner, Over, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2015). Taken together, these data suggest that children take into account their own prosocial reputations when making decisions, but are selectively prosocial, showing an understanding that they do not always need to be the ones who provide needed help.

### 1.3.3 Deciding how much to share.

While there has been some developmental research investigating the influences on whether children will make a decision to share, to date, limited work has investigated their understanding of how much they will share. One exception to this has revealed that children may exhibit some sensitivity towards the reward itself in sharing distributions. Infants already begin
to show an early emerging sensitivity to fairness and equal distributions (Sommerville et al., 2013). In a violation of expectations paradigm, 15-month-olds, but not 12-month-olds, looked longer at a situation in which objects were distributed unequally amongst two actors, rather than when they were distributed equally. Furthermore, infants who looked longer at these unequal distributions were more likely to share a toy than those who showed no difference in looking time across equal and unequal distributions. This suggests that children are sensitive to equitable distributions from early on, and may even base their rudimentary sharing decisions to align with this principle.

Despite this seemingly early preference for equity, children’s own distribution behaviors show a different pattern. Specifically, when asked to distribute resources between themselves and a partner, children’s behaviors no longer prioritized equity (Dunfield, 2014; Fehr, Bernhard, & Rockenbach, 2008). Primarily, 3-year-olds sought to maximize their own reward, only choosing to share equally when they were placed in a condition where an unequal distribution would favor their partner. Thus, while infant looking-time studies suggest that children prefer others to make equitable distributions, they seem to lack the inhibition necessary to make these equitable decisions themselves, instead choosing to maximize their own rewards.

However, a different pattern emerges by 7 years, as children begin to emphasize egalitarianism in their own distributions, providing themselves and an anonymous partner with equal rewards, even when such equality requires sacrificing a larger reward for themselves (Dunfield, 2014; Fehr et al., 2008; Malti, Gummerum, Keller, Chaparro, & Buchmann, 2012). Later in adolescence, individuals show increasingly nuanced distribution decisions, as they are no longer ruled by equity. Rather, adolescents emphasize efficiency, preferring to reward
partners unequally rather than waste resources because of an unequal total amount (Meuwese, Crone, de Rooij, & Güroğlu, 2015).

In contrast with this work conducted with children, research with adults has looked more closely at how people distribute resources, moving beyond investigations simply focusing on whether individuals behave equitably. Rather, they have begun examining additional factors that may guide people’s distribution decisions, particularly in charitable donation scenarios. Such work is important for promoting and maximizing donations made to charities.

Specifically, one factor that has been identified as influential on adults’ donation behaviors is what the potential recipient is trying to accomplish. Thus, the goal of the charity may fuel donation decisions, where donors are driven to make the highest impact possible (Fetherstonhaugh, Slovic, Johnson, & Friedrich, 1997). Cryder, Loewenstein, and Scheines (2013) found that providing potential donors with tangible information about a charity’s need increased donations. This may provide donors the opportunity to better understand the potential impact of their donation, and on what their money would be spent. That is, donors may be fueled to support a charity when they have a rationale for why their donation is needed, feeling motivated to help the charity reach a specific goal.

Finally, in addition to considering an end goal, adults also consider how close charities are to meeting a particular goal. Cryder, Loewenstein, and Seltman (2013) examined how goal-gradation influences charitable decisions. They defined goal-gradation as the drive to work harder to complete a goal as it nears completion. They found that people were more willing to donate when the charity was presented as farther along in its goal (85% or 65% completed) rather than in the beginning of its solicitation efforts (10% completed). However, Kuppuswamy and Bayus (2015) analyzed Kickstarter data and found the opposite pattern, where donors
contributed less to projects that were already highly funded. They explained their finding in terms of diffusion of responsibility, where potential donors assumed someone else would provide the remainder of the support necessary. Taken together, it is clear that goal-gradation has an influence on adults’ likelihood of making charitable donations, but the direction of this influence remains unclear.

However, it remains an open question of whether children will also tailor their distributions to reflect the specific needs of others. As reviewed above, there is evidence that children do indeed understand others’ goals. However, it is unknown if they will use this information as a guide for not only whether or not they should share, but also how much they give, and if they adjust their distributions based on the proximity to the final goal.

Notably, if children are able to consider goals when distributing resources, it may lead them to be more generous. However, it is worth noting that it could in fact have the opposite effect. That is, it is possible they could tailor their sharing to be less generous, given the goal at-hand. Such a result has been observed in studies of anchoring, where potential donors have been informed about what others have contributed. Martin and Randal (2008) utilized a naturalistic setting and manipulated the contents of a charity’s donation box. Across four groups, participants saw a box filled with 1) few bills of large denominations, 2) many bills of small denominations, 3) a large amount of coins, or 4) nothing. Primarily, they found that, compared to the baseline group who saw the empty box, seeing any monetary content increased donations. Furthermore, the likelihood of donating was highest in the coin condition, as it may have fueled a norm that only a small donation was necessary. On the other hand, people made the highest donations when the box was filled with bills, although their donations did not differ based on the bill denominations. Taken together, this study shows that while people were more likely to give
when a small donation was the social norm, some anchor points may actually decrease the amount that people would have otherwise donated. It is possible that understanding someone’s goal may have this same influence.

Finally, it is unknown whether children will vary their distribution decisions based on the proximity of the goal at-hand. As there have been conflicting findings in the adult literature of how donation decisions are affected by the proximity to the goal (e.g., Cryder et al., 2013; Kuppuswamy & Bayus, 2015), an investigation into children’s distributions will inform on this influence. Specifically, children may feel increasingly motivated to share as someone nears their goal, in which case their donation has a larger proportional impact. Alternately, children may experience a diffusion of responsibility, preferring to donate to someone whose goal has just begun, leaving later stage donations to others.

1.4 Current Studies

In the current dissertation, I consider two factors that have been identified as impactful on adults’ donation behaviors and may also influence children’s early emerging sharing. First, adults base their donation behaviors on a charity’s end goal, preferring to donate to organizations that make clear the purpose of donations. However, this same influence has not been examined in children, leaving it unknown whether having a reason for another’s request will influence children’s propensity to share, or how much they are willing to give. In addition, it is unknown whether a goal would always promote children’s sharing, or if it is possible that it could lead to less generous distributions. As children are capable of understanding others’ goals, this will inform on one potential influence on their sharing behaviors, with a possibility to promote these behaviors early on.
Second, I examined whether children can consider the degree of help needed to complete a goal when sharing. While adults have been found sensitive to such goal-gradation, the direction of this relationship remains unclear, and no research to date has examined whether children’s distribution decisions are sensitive to these same goal-gradations. These findings will provide evidence on whether or not children are able to understand such subtleties in others’ goals, and whether these different degrees of goal completion have an influence on their sharing behaviors.

For this investigation, I focus on preschoolers and young children. There is reason to believe that they, like adults, may also be influenced by these factors, as they have been shown to be sensitive to others’ goals (e.g., Woodward, 2009). However, still developing at this time are the ability to understand the perspective of others (e.g., Flavell, 2000) and the ability to relinquish resources (Brownell et al., 2013). Historically, Piaget (1932) proposed that children first expect morality from others before they exhibit such morality themselves, and it is possible that sharing takes on this same prolonged development. Thus, an important consideration for this age range is whether children’s own involvement in the situation impacts their sharing decisions.

Across these studies, I asked children to distribute resources and manipulated the descriptions of a requesting character. In Study 1, children heard either concrete or vague information about why a character desired a particular resource. They were then asked to distribute resources to two other characters, not involving themselves in the distribution. This was compared to a baseline condition in which one character was absent at the time of the resource distribution. If children, like adults, take others’ goals into consideration when distributing resources, then they should have varied their donation behaviors across these conditions. In Study 2, children were asked to distribute their own resources between themselves and another character, providing a contrast to Study 1 in which children needed only to distribute
resources for two other characters. This provided a test of whether children’s distributions were similar when their own resources were involved. Finally, Study 3 tested whether children can consider not only what the person means to accomplish, but also how close they are to accomplishing the goal. Here, I varied how close a character was to achieving a goal and tested whether this influenced how generous the children were. Taken together, these studies act as a first step towards a systematic investigation of the influence of goals on children’s sharing behaviors.

2 STUDY 1

In the first of a series of three studies, I tested whether children would take into account another individual’s rationale for desiring a resource, and if this would alter their sharing distributions. To do this, children were presented with a third-person scenario in which they were asked to distribute resources between two animal characters. Across conditions, I compared children’s responses when one character had either a concrete goal (of trying to build a tower of blocks taller than themselves), or a non-specific goal (of just wanting some blocks). If children can indeed consider another person’s goals when distributing resources, then they may share more in a condition in which they are presented with a concrete goal, rather than a non-specific goal. However, if children instead placed greater value on another principle, such as equity, and give no regard to goals, then their distributions will look similar across these two conditions.

These conditions will be compared to a baseline group in which only one character will be present, thus providing no one else with whom to share resources. This will allow for an examination of children’s responses to a simple distribution scenario versus a sharing scenario. If children understand a sharing scenario as potentially beneficial to more than one person, then they may divide the resources in the experimental groups, but distribute all resources in the
baseline group. However, if children are not sensitive to this distinction, then they may only give some of the resources in the baseline condition, allowing the others to go unclaimed.

Across all conditions, children will complete two trials in which they are asked to distribute two different numbers of resources: five and 11 blocks. This was done in an effort to reveal whether young children prioritize goal fulfillment or equity, and whether such potential goal fulfillment could actually lead children to be less generous. As only three blocks are required to complete the animal’s goal of making the tower taller than it, the proportion of what is necessary to fulfill the goal is different across these two resource allocations. That is, if children prioritize fulfilling someone’s goal at-hand, then they should share only what is necessary to fulfill a goal, and sharing any more than three blocks may be unnecessary. Thus, when presented with five blocks, children will be required to share more than half of the blocks; however, when presented with 11 blocks, children may be less generous, as distributing half of the blocks are unnecessary to accomplish the goal at-hand. On the other hand, if children prioritize equity, then they may distribute the blocks equally regardless of the number of resources given, ignoring the rationale behind a character’s desire for resources.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants.

Participants were recruited and tested at the Fernbank Museum of Natural History. Families were approached by a researcher and asked if they had interest in participating in a brief research study. All children recruited were between 3- and 6-years-old, and data were only used from children whose parent was present to give oral consent for their participation. Verbal assent from children age 6 years was also required. Participants received a small prize (valued at less
than $1) for their participation independent of performance. All research was approved and overseen by Georgia State University’s Institutional Review Board.

A total of 72 children were tested, with 24 in each of three between-subsjects’ conditions (G-Power, effect size = .35, alpha = .05, and power = .95). An additional five children were tested, but their data were not used due to inattention or parental interference. Half of the participants in each condition were 3- and 4-years-old ($M = 3.53$, $SD = .51$), while the other half were 5- and 6-years-old ($M = 5.61$, $SD = .49$). Approximately half of the participants ($n = 35$) were male (one family elected not to disclose gender information), and 76% identified as Caucasian, 8% as other/multiple races, 7% as African American, and 3% as Hispanic (3 families chose not to identify a race).

2.1.2 Materials.

Two stuffed animals (an 11.5” dog and cat) were shown to each participant. Across conditions, children completed two trials. In one trial, they interacted with five blocks, while another trial presented them with 11 blocks. Children assigned to the concret goal condition also saw three stacked blocks next to an animal. All blocks (2” x 2”) were transparent and contained a small toy or activity (e.g., a soccer ball and net; see Figure 2.1.2).
2.1.3 Procedure.

All participants were first introduced by the researcher to the two stuffed animal characters, whose presentation varied by condition. The children then saw blocks placed on the table, and the experimenter outlined the details of the scenario for the condition to which the child had been randomly assigned. After the description was complete, children were asked how they would like to distribute the blocks. The number of blocks (5 or 11) first given to the child to distribute were counterbalanced across participants.

2.1.3.1 Vignette period.

Children were introduced to two stuffed animals (Cat and Dog). In two experimental conditions, children had the opportunity to distribute five and eleven blocks between the two animals. These numbers were chosen for several reasons. Primarily, two different quantities were chosen to explore how children would distribute the blocks when fulfilling the goal required more or less than an equitable distribution. Both numbers chosen were odd, forcing children to prioritize one character. Additionally, three blocks were always required to make the tower taller than the character. This decision was made because pilot testing revealed a carryover effect in the number of blocks children distributed to a character in-need when the number of blocks needed to complete the tower varied. Thus, five was chosen as a smaller number that required children to distribute more than half of the blocks to fulfill the goal and 11 was chosen as it required children to share less than half of the blocks to fulfill the goal.

In the concrete goal condition, children interacted with two stuffed animals, Cat and Dog, and a pile of blocks. The researcher explained that all of the blocks in the pile belonged to one of the two animals (in this example, Cat), counterbalanced across participant. However, she then told children that Dog would like some blocks, too, explaining that he had been working on
building a tower (as he stood next to three stacked blocks) and wanted to make the tower even taller than he was. Thus, in this condition children were presented with a rationale for Dog’s desire for more blocks, and insight on how many blocks he desired (three more blocks, as six blocks are actually required to make Dog’s tower taller than him).

In the nonspecific goal condition, children were told that Dog would like some blocks, but they were provided with no concrete rationale of why he wanted blocks, or how many he wanted. Cat was again standing next to a scattered pile of five building blocks. Dog stood alone next to her. The researcher explained to the children that Dog wanted some blocks. In this condition, children were not provided with a clear goal, thus they had neither the rationale for Dog’s wanting blocks nor how many blocks he wanted.

Finally, in the baseline condition, the experimenter introduced Dog and Cat. She then explained that all of the blocks on the table were Cat’s, but that Cat has decided to play with something else for the time being. Cat was then removed from the table, leaving Dog alone with the blocks. Children were asked how many blocks Dog should play with. As there was no one else available to share resources with, children should have instead treated this condition as a distribution paradigm, and been more likely to choose to give all of the resources to Dog, the only character available.

2.1.3.2 Response period.

In response to the vignette, children in both experimental conditions were asked how many blocks they thought Cat should share with Dog. In contrast, children in the baseline condition were asked how many blocks Dog should play with, as Cat was not present. Children indicated their distribution preferences by relinquishing blocks to Dog, by either placing them in front of or on top of Dog’s tower. Once they made their distribution, all blocks were returned to
the center of the table, and the experimenter repeated this demonstration for Trial 2, varying only the number of blocks that children were asked to distribute (either 5 or 11 blocks).

2.1.3.3 **Manipulation check.**

Finally, at the end of the concrete goal condition only, children were asked how many blocks Dog would really need to make his tower taller than him. This question allowed for an investigation into whether children understood how many blocks were necessary to fulfill the goal at-hand, and whether they accommodated this necessity when distributing the blocks between animals. This manipulation check was included only in this condition, as this was the only condition with a clear goal that had an answer, unlike the non-specific goal and baseline conditions that gave children no information on how many blocks a character was requesting.

2.2 **Scoring and dependent measures**

The primary dependent measure of interest was the number of blocks that children distributed to the requesting animal. Possible responses included zero through five blocks shared in the five block trial and zero through 11 blocks shared in the 11 block trial. Additionally, children’s responses to the manipulation check question were recorded on the same scale. Children’s performance was scored in real-time by the experimenter conducting the study, as the experimenter counted the number of blocks relinquished to the animal. For a random 25% of the children in the study, a second researcher was present to code the interaction, also recording how many blocks were relinquished by the child. Inter-rater reliability was 100% between the two raters.

2.3 **Results**

As the data were non-normally distributed, non-parametric tests were used throughout. Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects of gender (Mann-Whitney U tests, 5 blocks
$U = 629, p = .83; 11$ blocks $U = 506, p = .11$), presentation order of the number of blocks, (5 blocks, $U = 523, p = .17; 11$ blocks, $U = 547, p = .27$), or requesting animal (5 blocks, $U = 567, p = .36; 11$ blocks, $U = 637, p = .9$). Therefore, I collapsed across these variables in all subsequent analyses. On the other hand, there was a significant age difference in children’s distribution behaviors. While there was no significant difference in the number of blocks distributed to a character in-need in the baseline (5 blocks, $U = 68.5, p = .87; 11$ blocks, $U = 52, p = .26$) or concrete goal groups (5 blocks, $U = 55, p = .34; 11$ blocks, $U = 54, p = .31$) there was a difference in the non-specific goal condition. In this condition, older children shared significantly more blocks than younger children (see Figure 2.3.2) when they distributed 11 blocks, but there was no difference between these age groups when they were asked to distribute five blocks (see Figure 2.1.2; 5 blocks, $U = 59.5, p = .49; 11$ blocks, $U = 29, p < .05$).

To examine whether children’s distribution behaviors were impacted by the animal’s goal, I performed a series of Friedman’s tests for each age group by condition as a function of the number of possible blocks to share (see Figures 2.1.2 and 2.3.2). For younger children, there was no effect of condition on their distribution behavior (5 blocks, $\chi^2 = .5, p = .78; 11$ blocks, $\chi^2 = 1.79, p = .41$). On the other hand, older children’s distribution performance did vary as an effect of condition. There was a significant difference between conditions when the 5- and 6-year-olds distributed 5 blocks ($\chi^2 = 9.78, p < .01$), and post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that children in the baseline condition shared significantly more than those children in the non-specific goal condition ($z = -2.5, p < .05$). There were no other significant differences between any group comparisons. These older children’s distribution behavior was also significantly influenced by condition differences when they were asked to distribute 11 blocks ($\chi^2 = 35, p < .001$). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests indicated that children in the concrete
goal condition shared significantly fewer blocks than did children in the baseline or non-specific goal conditions ($z = -2.37, p < .05; z = -2.69, p < .01$, respectively). There was no difference found in the number of blocks shared between the baseline and non-specific goal conditions.
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**Figure 2.3.1. The mean number blocks (of 5) distributed in Study 1 to the animal requesting additional resources by condition and age. Error bars represent standard error. Dashed line represents an equitable amount distributed.**

*Note.*
- * 5- and 6-year-olds distributed more in the baseline than non-specific goal condition
- ** Represents distributions significantly above half to the requesting character

In order to compare children’s distributions to an equitable one, the number of blocks that children gave to a requesting animal was compared to half of the blocks using a series of one-sample sign tests. When asked to distribute five blocks, younger children’s sharing distributions did not differ from half (2.5 blocks) in any condition (baseline $p = .15$, non-specific $p = 1.0$, concrete $p = .39$). On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds distributed significantly more than half of the blocks to the animal requesting more resources in the baseline condition ($p < .05$), but their distributions did not differ from half in the concrete goal ($p = .6$, Bonferroni corrected) or non-specific goal conditions ($p = .39$).
Figure 2.3.2. The mean number blocks (of 11) distributed in Study 1 to the animal requesting additional resources by condition and age. Error bars represent standard error. Dashed line represents an equitable amount distributed.

Note.
* 5- and 6-year-olds distributed less in the concrete goal than the non-specific goal and baseline conditions
† Represents distributions significantly less than half to the requesting character

In contrast, when children were asked to distribute 11 blocks, 3- and 4-year-olds’ distributions did not differ from half (5.5 blocks) in the baseline condition ($p = .39$), but they did distribute significantly less than half of the blocks in both the concrete and non-specific goal conditions (both $ps < .05$). On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds’ distributions did not differ from half in the baseline ($p = .6$, Bonferroni corrected) or non-specific goal conditions ($p = .39$), but they also distributed significantly less than half in the concrete goal condition ($p < .05$).

Finally, to gauge children’s understanding of the number of blocks necessary to fulfill the goal in the concrete goal condition, I analyzed children’s responses to the manipulation check question. Younger children answered that the tower required an average of an additional 5 blocks to make the tower taller than the animal, while older children thought that it needed an average of 4.08 more blocks. Neither age groups’ hypothesized number of blocks needed differed from
the actual number of blocks required to complete the tower (3- and 4-year-olds, one-sample sign test, \( p = .6; 5\) - and 6-year-olds, \( p = .39 \)). The hypothesized number of blocks needed was then compared to the actual number of blocks that children distributed to the animal requesting help. For both age groups, children distributed significantly less than what they thought was required to complete the tower when they were asked to distribute only five blocks (3-4-year-olds \( p < .05 \), 5-6-year-olds \( p < .01 \)). However, children’s distributions did not differ from what they thought was required to complete the tower when they had 11 blocks (both \( ps = .15 \)).

2.4 Discussion

In the present study, 3- and 4-year-olds did not show sensitivity to someone’s goal when forming distribution decisions. That is, their distributions did not vary when presented with a character’s rationale for desiring blocks, even when they could share less than half of the blocks and still fulfill the goal at-hand. In fact, these younger children’s distributions did not even vary in the baseline condition, in which there was only one animal present to utilize the resources. Thus, there is evidence that young children are unable to take into account another’s goal while forming distribution decisions.

On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds did take into account the rationale for the animal requesting additional blocks. When asked to distribute five blocks between the two animals, older children distributed more in the baseline condition than either experimental condition, indicating an understanding of differences between a potential sharing situation and a simple distribution in which only one potential recipient is present. However, when they were asked to distribute 11 blocks, they gave significantly less in the concrete goal condition than either the baseline or non-specific goal conditions, suggesting that they were able to consider the goal of the animal requesting help, and gave them only what was necessary to fulfill that goal, even
when that led them to be less generous than they were when provided with no rationale for a character’s resource desire.

In order to determine whether children showed a prioritization of equity or goal fulfillment, the number of blocks that they gave to the requesting character was compared to an equitable distribution. When tasked with distributing 5 blocks, the younger children behaved rather fairly, as their distributions did not differ from an equitable one in any condition, even when only one animal was present to utilize the resources. However, it is possible that the number of blocks was a limitation for these children; specifically, the three blocks necessary to fulfill an animal’s tower may not have been different enough from half (2.5 blocks) to reveal a difference in their behavior.

Yet, even with this potential limitation, by age 5, children showed increased sensitivity to someone’s rationale for desiring more resources. When asked to distribute five blocks, older children distributed significantly more blocks to the requesting character in the baseline condition than in the non-specific goal condition, serving as evidence of their respect for a sharing situation compared to a simple distribution paradigm. Additionally, when their distributions were compared to an equitable one, children only distributed more than half of the blocks in the baseline condition, otherwise reverting to an equitable distribution when both partners were present. That is, children showed evidence of understanding the difference between a sharing and distribution scenario, giving significantly more blocks to the animal when no other character was present.

Additionally, when children were tasked with distributing 11 blocks, 3- and 4-year-olds’ sharing still did not differ from half in the baseline condition, but they shared significantly less than half in the concrete and non-specific goal conditions. Specifically, children in the concrete
goal condition may have prioritized goal fulfillment which required less than half of their blocks, choosing not to share needlessly beyond the required number of blocks. However, children in the non-specific goal condition also distributed the resources in the favor of the owner. This finding is in line with past research by Fehr et al. (2008) that found 3- and 4-year-old children to prioritize their own rewards, rather than sharing equally with a partner. The current study may then provide some support that young children do indeed understand what is involved in a sharing scenario, as their distribution pattern differed only when one character was present. Furthermore, their behaviors in the concrete goal condition illustrate some recognition of a person’s goal, and the knowledge of how to fulfill it. Finally, when there is no goal present, children seem to have some difficulty with sharing resources equally between two partners, even when their own resources are not involved. These behaviors may change with additional exposure to peers who reinforce societal standards for equity and fairness.

Similarly, 5- and 6-year-olds also chose to distribute fewer blocks to a character that made clear his goal of having enough blocks to make his tower taller than him in the concrete goal condition than in the baseline or non-specific goal conditions. As fulfillment of this goal required only three additional blocks, children were able to complete his goal, while not distributing additional resources that may have been unnecessary. However, children not only shared less than half of the blocks in the concrete goal condition, but also in the non-specific goal condition. This is in contrast with the equal distributions made by children of both age groups when given five blocks. One possible explanation for this inequity may be that children are only willing to give a character in-need a small amount of blocks, regardless of the total number available. When given only five blocks, sharing two may seem reasonable, and is nearly half of the total blocks. Yet on the other hand, children may feel like sharing half of the 11 blocks is a
larger sacrifice, focusing on the total number of blocks at-hand rather than the proportion. Support for this possibility comes from a study conducted by Wu and Su (2013) that found 2- through 4-year-old children focused more on the absolute number of items that they shared, rather than a proportion. That is, these children received an increasing number of resources, but the proportion of their sharing was increasingly self-maximizing, suggesting that they may focus on ownership, as they shared only a small number of resources, not taking into account the proportion of the resources shared.

Taken together, children’s distribution behaviors varied by the number of resources given to them, even when they could not distribute any of the resources to themselves. Specifically, 3- and 4-year-olds preferred an equitable distribution when given only five blocks, even when one character was absent during the distribution. However, when given 11 blocks, the majority of the blocks were kept for the owner when both characters were present, and blocks were only equally distributed when one partner was absent. This may seem to highlight a priority of someone’s goal in the concrete goal condition, as less than half of the blocks are necessary for goal fulfillment, but the same is not true in the non-specific goal condition. Rather, younger children still retain the majority of the resources for the owner. This provides some evidence that children understand a difference in a distribution scenario where two characters are present, compared to when one character is absent. This is supported by children’s equitable distributions of 11 blocks when only one character was present, compared to their inequitable distributions when both characters were present. Thus, children maximize the owner’s resources when they are present, but allow another character an equal number of resources when the owner is absent.

The 5- and 6-year-olds showed an increased sensitivity to someone’s goal, even when given a limited number of resources. When distributing only five blocks, these children gave
more in the baseline condition in which only one character was present than in the non-specific goal condition in which no rationale was provided for a character’s resource desire. They also demonstrated an understanding of a sharing distribution, giving more than half of the blocks in the baseline condition to the requesting character, as no one else was available to utilize them. However, this pattern changed when asked to distribute 11 blocks, leading children to behave less equitably. Children gave the fewest blocks to a character in need in the concrete goal condition, fulfilling the goal at-hand without providing unnecessary resources, but also were inequitable in the non-specific goal condition, preferring to maximize the resources of the owner, highlighting a focus on the absolute number of resources shared, rather than a proportion.

Yet, one important consideration is that children may not have understood how to solve a character’s problem and fulfill a goal, a potential explanation for the lack of difference found between the concrete and non-specific goal conditions. However, children’s responses to the manipulation check question in the concrete goal condition minimize this concern. Children’s estimate of the number of blocks necessary to complete the tower did not differ from the actual number needed, although they did overestimate the number of blocks needed. Furthermore, when given 11 blocks, children of both age groups’ number of blocks distributed did not differ from their hypothesized number needed to complete the tower. This may provide some evidence that children were attuned to the goal at-hand, and were willing to share the small number of blocks necessary to complete the goal.

On the other hand, when they had a limited number of resources, children gave less blocks to the character in need than they expected would be necessary to fulfill his tower. However, this may be because children estimated that the tower required more blocks than actually necessary for completion (younger children hypothesized it would need 5 more, while
older children thought 4 more). Fulfilling this goal would have then required that they gave all (or nearly all) of the resources to this character, leaving the owner with less than half of the resources. While children distribute five blocks equitably, it is unlikely that they will leave the owner at a disadvantage, giving the majority of the blocks to another character, despite his rationale.

Overall, these findings provide the first evidence for a relationship between children’s understanding of someone’s goal and how they choose to distribute resources. For one, children shared the most blocks with the requesting character in the baseline condition, emphasizing their understanding of a difference between sharing and distribution paradigms. That is, when no one else is present, it may be okay to temporarily relinquish more of their resources for another. However, children also changed their distribution behaviors in the concrete goal condition. Specifically, 5- and 6-year-olds chose to share less in this condition, taking into consideration what was needed to fulfill the animal’s goal, but not giving more than they deemed necessary to complete that task. This may serve as early evidence for children’s developing understanding of efficiency, a preference for the maximization of resources’ usefulness (e.g., Meuwese et al., 2015). In other words, if children thought that the animal needed only four more blocks to complete the tower at-hand, then they may have distributed only as many blocks to him, reasoning that additional blocks would be unnecessary and thus may be better utilized elsewhere. However, this finding paired with the lack of equity exhibited in the non-specific goal condition may actually indicate that children are only willing to share a small number of resources with a requesting character, regardless of the goal at-hand.

One limitation of this study is highlighted in the children’s answers to the manipulation check question, as this revealed that they overestimated the number of blocks necessary to
complete the animal’s tower. Future work could involve an explicit statement by the experimenter of how many blocks are actually required to fulfill the goal at-hand. This may lead children to give the animal what is indeed necessary when distributing five blocks, as they may feel more compelled to help finish the tower knowing that they would not have to sacrifice all of the blocks to one character to do so.

A second consideration may be that children were asked only to distribute resources between two other characters. Although past research (Mar & Oatley, 2008) has found that children may experience emotional reactions to characters, it is possible that children may felt detached from the scenario. Rather, children may have been more sensitive to the nuances of the rationale presented to them if their own resources were at stake and they were a possible recipient. One possibility is that self-interest may lead children to maximize their own resources regardless of the rationale given by another character. However, an alternate possibility is that children will be more attuned to the goal at-hand, sharing with a partner enough to fulfill their own resources, but defaulting to equity when no goal is given. This possibility will be investigated in Study 2.

3 STUDY 2

Piaget (1932) argued that while children are able to reason about others’ morality early on, their own behaviors do not reflect the same moral expectations. Researchers have also identified self-involvement as being difficult for children when making sharing decisions. For example, while Sommerville et al. (2013) found an early emerging preference for equality, other work with preschoolers shows that they seek to maximize their own rewards (e.g., Dunfield, 2014; Fehr et al., 2008). Taken together, there appears to be an extended development of
influences on children’s sharing behaviors, where children may first expect sharing decisions from others that they are unable to make themselves.

Study 2 assessed whether the challenges of self-involvement impact how children make decisions related to others’ goals in a sharing context. This is in contrast to Study 1, in which children needed only to make distributions for two other characters, excluding the children’s own desires. Although children have been shown to experience emotional reactions to characters that they understand are not real (Mar & Oatley, 2008), it is possible that they will be more motivated when they are involved in the distribution paradigm and will thus show different patterns of responding. Furthermore, this measurement of children’s own sharing behavior is more aligned with past research examining children’s sharing in a first-person context (e.g., Svetlova et al., 2010).

To do this, children were presented with the same scenario as in Study 1, but now they were asked to distribute resources between themselves and another character, necessitating that they contend with such competing desires. If children’s decisions mirrored the pattern of results found in Study 1, then there is evidence that they can apply their views of how others should behave to their own sharing interactions. However, if they show less sharing behavior than in Study 1, there is support for a protracted development of sharing, where children have difficulty sharing their own resources more than those of others.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants.

Participants were recruited and tested at the Fernbank Museum of Natural History. Families were approached by a researcher and asked if they had interest in participating in a brief research study. All children recruited were between 3- and 6-years-old, and data was only used
from children whose parent was present to give oral consent for their participation. Verbal assent
from children age 6 years was also required. Participants received a small prize (valued at less
than $1) for their participation. All research was approved and overseen by Georgia State
University’s internal review board.

A total of 48 children were tested, with 24 in each of two between-subjects’ conditions
(G-Power, effect size = .35, alpha = .05, and power = .95). An additional four children were
tested, but their data were excluded due to inattention or parental interference. Half of the
participants in each condition were 3- and 4-years-old (∵3.29, ∴0.46), while the other half
were 5- and 6-years-old (∵5.5, ∴0.51). 30 participants were male, and 65% identified as
Caucasian, 15% as other/multiples races, 10% as Asian, 6% as African American, and 4% as
Hispanic.

3.1.2 Materials.

One of two stuffed animals (an 11.5” dog and cat) was shown to each participant. Across
conditions, children interacted with between five and fourteen transparent, plastic blocks, 2” x
2”, each containing a small toy (e.g., a soccer ball and net).

3.1.3 Procedure.

All participants were first introduced by the researcher to a stuffed animal character
(counterbalanced across participants). The children then saw blocks placed on the table, and the
experimenter outlined the details of the scenario for the condition to which the child had been
randomly assigned. After the description was complete, children were asked if they would like to
share any blocks with the animal. The number of blocks (5 or 11) first given to the child to
distribute were counterbalanced across participants.
3.1.3.1 Vignette period.

Children were first introduced to a stuffed animal (either Cat or Dog), and were then randomly assigned to either the concrete goal condition or the non-specific goal condition that were similar to those outlined in Study 1. The difference here was that the experimenter told the child that the blocks were theirs, rather than belonging to a second animal character. In both conditions, children had the opportunity to distribute five and eleven blocks between themselves and an animal partner. A baseline condition was not included in Study 2, as there was no way to introduce a self-involvement manipulation matched to the baseline condition of Study 1.

3.1.3.2 Response period.

In response to the vignette, children were then asked if they would like to continue playing with their blocks, or if they would like to share any blocks with Dog or Cat. As in Study 1, children indicated their distribution preferences by relinquishing blocks to the animal, by either placing them in front of or on top of Dog’s (or Cat’s) tower. Once they made their distribution, all blocks were returned to the center of the table, and the experimenter repeated this demonstration for Trial 2, varying only the number of blocks that children were asked to distribute (either 5 or 11 blocks).

3.1.3.3 Manipulation check.

Finally, at the end of the concrete goal condition only, children were asked how many blocks Dog (or Cat) would really need to make his tower taller than him. This was included only in this condition, as the non-specific goal conditions did not have one answer that could fulfill the question. It allowed for an investigation into whether children understood how many blocks were needed to fulfill the goal at-hand, and whether they respected this necessity when distributing the blocks between animals.
3.2 Scoring and dependent measures

The dependent measure of interest was the number of blocks that children shared with the animal partner. Possible responses included zero through five blocks shared in the five block trial and zero through 11 blocks shared in the 11 block trial. Children’s performance was scored in real-time by the experimenter conducting the study, as the experimenter counted the number of blocks relinquished to the animal. Children’s responses to the manipulation check were scored on same scale. For a random 25% of the children in the study, a second researcher was present to code the interaction, also recording how many blocks were relinquished by the child. Inter-rater reliability was 100% between the two raters.

3.3 Results

As the data were non-normally distributed, non-parametric tests were used throughout. Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects of gender (Mann-Whitney U tests, 5 blocks, \(U = 202, p = .15\); 11 blocks \(U = 222.5, p = .31\)), presentation order of the number of blocks, (5 blocks, \(U = 254, p = .48\); 11 blocks, \(U = 267, p = .51\)), or animal with whom they interacted (5 blocks, \(U = 240.5, p = .33\); 11 blocks, \(U = 273.5, p = .77\)). Finally, I tested for an effect of age on children’s distributions, and found no significant age difference in the concrete goal (5 blocks, \(U = 64, p = .64\); 11 blocks, \(U = 64.5, p = .67\)) or non-specific goal groups (5 blocks, \(U = 63, p = .6\); 11 blocks, \(U = 43.5, p = .1\)). Therefore, I collapsed across these variables in all subsequent analyses.

Children’s sharing behaviors were first analyzed to determine if these decisions were impacted by the partner’s goal across conditions. Two separate Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted, and revealed that, across ages, there was no difference between the conditions when children were asked to share either five blocks \((U = 250, p = .43)\) or eleven blocks \((U = 262.5, p\)
= .6). However, given the age findings in Study 1, Mann-Whitney U tests were then conducted to examine potential age effects and ensure similarity between the studies (see Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). There was no difference between conditions for the 3- and 4-year-olds when sharing 5 blocks ($U = 63, p = .6$) or 11 blocks ($U = 56.5, p = .37$). Furthermore, there was no difference between conditions for 5- and 6-year-olds when they shared 5 blocks ($U = 66, p = .73$), but there was a marginally significantly difference when they shared 11 blocks, where they shared more in the non-specific goal condition than in the concrete goal condition ($U = 33.5, p = .05$).

![Figure 3.3.1](image)

*Figure 3.3.1. The mean number blocks (of 5) distributed in Study 2 to the animal requesting additional resources by condition and age. Error bars represent standard error. Dashed line represents an equitable amount distributed.*

Children’s sharing distributions were then compared to an equitable distribution (i.e., half) using a series of one-sample sign tests. When given five blocks, children’s sharing in neither the concrete goal condition nor the non-specific goal condition differed from half (both $ps = .15$). However, when given 11 blocks, children in both conditions shared significantly less than half of their blocks (concrete goal condition, $p < .001$; non-specific goal condition, $p < .05$). Following Study 1, these analyses were then conducted separately for each age group: 3- and 4-
years-old, and 5- and 6-years-old (see Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Younger children’s sharing in the concrete goal condition did not differ from half when they were given five or 11 blocks (both \( p = .15 \)). Furthermore, their sharing also did not differ from half in the non-specific goal condition (5 blocks, \( p = .39 \); 11 blocks, \( p = .15 \)). Moreover, older children’s sharing in the concrete goal condition did not differ from half when they were given only 5 blocks (\( p = .77 \)); however, when they were given 11 blocks, they shared significantly less than half of their blocks (\( p < .001 \)). In the non-specific goal condition, children’s sharing did not differ from half when they were given 5 blocks (\( p = .39 \)) or 11 blocks (\( p = .15 \)).

---

**Figure 3.3.2.** The mean number blocks (of 11) distributed in Study 2 to the animal requesting additional resources by condition and age. Error bars represent standard error. Dashed line represents an equitable amount distributed.

Note. * Represents distributions significantly less than half to the requesting character.

---

I then investigated children’s responses to the manipulation check question in the concrete goal condition. On average, children answered that the tower required 3.83 additional
blocks. Specifically, 3- and 4-year-olds thought that the character would need an average of 3 more blocks, while on average 5- and 6-year-olds thought he would need 4.67 more blocks, neither of which differed from the actual three blocks necessary ($p = .15$, $p = .39$). I then compared each of these numbers to the number of blocks that children actually shared in this condition. When given five blocks to distribute, children shared significantly less of their blocks than they thought was required to complete the tower ($M = 1.88$, $p < .001$). Yet, this pattern was not true for children when given 11 blocks, and the number of blocks that they shared did not differ from the number that they hypothesized would complete the tower ($M = 2.96$, $p = .16$).

When the age groups were analyzed separately, 3- and 4-year-olds’ sharing did not differ from the number that they thought necessary to complete the tower when given five blocks ($M = 1.75$, $p = .06$) or 11 blocks ($M = 3.5$, $p = .65$). 5- and 6-year-olds’ shared significantly less than they thought was necessary to complete the tower when they were given five blocks ($M = 2$, $p < .001$) and 11 blocks ($M = 2.42$, $p < .01$).

Finally, I compared conducted a between-subjects examination of children’s distribution decisions in Study 1 to their sharing decisions in Study 2. In the concrete goal condition, when given five blocks to distribute, 3- and 4-year-olds distributed significantly more blocks to a character in-need in a third person scenario (Study 1, $M = 3.25$) than a first person scenario (Study 2; $M = 1.75$, $U = 35.5$, $p < .05$). However, there was no difference in their distributions in the concrete goal condition when they were given 11 blocks (Study 1 $M = 4.83$; Study 2 $M = 3.5$, $U = 48$, $p = .17$). Furthermore, in the non-specific goal condition, these younger children’s sharing behavior did not differ between a third and first person scenario (5 blocks, Study 1 $M = 2.58$; Study 2 $M = 2$, $U = 53.5$, $p = .3$; 11 blocks, Study 1 $M = 3.8$, Study 2 $M = 2.5$, $U = 39.5$, $p = .06$). For the older children in the concrete goal condition, there was no difference in their
distribution behaviors in third and first person scenarios (5 blocks, Study 1 $M = 2.75$; Study 2 $M = 2$, $U = 53$, $p = .28$; 11 blocks, Study 1 $M = 3.67$; Study 2 $M = 2.42$, $U = 50$, $p = .21$). Finally, there was no difference in the older children’s distributions in the non-specific goal condition (5 blocks, Study 1 $M = 2.75$, Study 2 $M = 2.17$, $U = 44$, $p = 11$; 11 blocks, Study 1 $M = 5.33$, Study 2 $M = 4.08$, $U = 48$, $p = .18$).

3.4 Discussion

Overall, this study informs on how children understand someone else’s goal, and whether such understanding might affect their willingness to their resources with someone. Notably, when I collapsed across age groups, children did not show evidence of differentiating their distributions based on the rationale given for an animal desiring resources. Furthermore, when their responses were compared to an equal distribution, there was no difference from half in either condition when they had only five blocks, but when they were given 11 blocks, children in both conditions shared significantly less than half of their blocks. Taken together, when given the opportunity to share their own resources, children were not influenced by someone’s goal, as evidenced by a lack of differences between conditions, regardless of the number of blocks that they were given.

However, when children’s responses were analyzed separately by age groups, a different pattern was revealed. Specifically, younger children indeed did not take into account the goal of the requesting animal, despite the number of blocks that were available to them. On the other hand, older children showed no difference in their sharing behaviors across conditions when they had only five blocks to distribute, but there was a marginally significant difference in which they shared more blocks in the non-specific goal than the concrete goal condition when given 11 blocks. Taken together, this suggests that older children may have an increased sensitivity to a
goal held by someone else, and that they may alter their behavior to fulfill this goal, even if it actually renders them less generous.

For a more detailed picture of children’s sharing decisions, the number of blocks that children shared was compared to an equitable distribution, or half of the total blocks. When given five blocks, the number of blocks that children across ages shared did not differ significantly from half. This may underlie a predisposition towards distributing resources between themselves and a partner equally. This would reveal children as more generous than in past studies, where 3- to 6-year-olds have been found interested in maximizing their own rewards, deemphasizing the desires of their partner (Fehr et al., 2008).

On the other hand, when given 11 blocks, children in both conditions shared significantly less than half. In the concrete goal condition, this may be expected from children who understand the animal’s goal, as it can be fulfilled with less than half of the total blocks. However, children in the non-specific goal condition also shared significantly less than half of the blocks. These findings taken together suggest that these children were willing to only share a small number of blocks with the animal, regardless of how many total blocks they were given, or the rationale provided for why a character may want some of their resources, again preferring to share an absolute number with a character rather than a proportion of the blocks (Wu & Su, 2013).

However, a different pattern was revealed when children’s age was considered. That is, 3- and 4-year-olds’ sharing decisions did not differ from half in any condition, regardless of the number of blocks that they were given, enforcing a preference to make equitable decisions between themselves and a partner, with no sensitivity for the rationale of their partner’s resource desire. Similarly, 5- and 6-year-olds’ sharing also showed no difference from half in the non-specific goal condition, suggesting that these children may prefer equity when they are given no
rationale for someone’s resource desire. Yet, their sharing decisions in the concrete goal condition were more nuanced. When given only five blocks, these older children’s sharing did not differ from half, but when they were given 11 blocks, they shared significantly less than half of their blocks with the requesting animal. This may suggest that children are placing emphasis on completing the character’s goal, and while this requires approximately half of the resources when only five blocks are available, children are able to complete this goal with less than half of their resources when given 11 blocks.

Nonetheless, it is important to consider that children, particularly younger children whose sharing decisions seemed to prioritize equity, may not have understood how to fulfill the animal’s goal. The results of the children’s answers to the manipulation check render this possibility unlikely. Specifically, these data suggest that children understand how many blocks are necessary to complete the character’s goal of making the tower taller than itself. In fact, the number of blocks that they shared did not differ significantly from the number they believed necessary to fulfill the goal at-hand. However, this may result from children’s answering the manipulation question after they have already distributed their blocks, and do not want to show themselves as unwilling to help someone, and so they are influenced by how many blocks they previously shared with the character.

Finally, children’s performance in Study 1 where children were asked to distribute resources between two characters was compared to Study 2 in which they were asked to distribute resources between themselves and one other character. Interestingly, the only condition in which distribution behaviors differed between studies was the 3- and 4-year-olds’ decisions when distributing five blocks in the concrete goal condition. Specifically, they chose to distribute more blocks to a character in-need in a third person scenario in which they shared
another character’s blocks than in a first person scenario in which they would have had to share their own blocks. This may indicate that younger children have a difficult time relinquishing their own resources to another character when there are only a small number of resources available (Dunfield & Kuhlmeier, 2013; Fehr et al., 2008; Wu & Su, 2013). It is interesting to note that the mean number of blocks that children distributed to a character in-need was enough blocks to complete the tower in the third person scenario ($M = 3.25$ blocks), but not in the first person scenario ($M = 1.75$ blocks). Thus, while younger children may respect the goal at-hand and have the knowledge to solve the problem, they are only able to prioritize and fulfill the goal when they need not relinquish their own resources. In sum, younger children’s expectations of distribution behaviors may show a protracted development in which they expect others to be more generous than themselves early on.

However, children’s performance did not differ in any other condition for either age group. Therefore, while younger children struggle with sharing when only a small number of resources are available, they do not show the same struggle with sharing when more resources are available. Additionally, 5- and 6-year-olds’ distributions decisions did not differ across third and first person scenarios, providing evidence that by age five, children’s distribution decisions no longer show such a protracted development. Rather, by this age, children’s expectations of others’ sharing behaviors are similar to expectations for themselves, regardless of how many resources are available. This is aligned with Piaget’s (1932) work on children’s moral development, where they initially expect more morality from others, but eventually expect the same level of morality from all people.

While children shared relatively equitably across the two conditions of this study, it is possible that their understanding of the goal at-hand could be improved. One possible way to
make goal fulfillment more salient for the younger children in particular is to present them with a forced choice option. Here, rather than asking children if they would like to share any blocks with the animal, the researcher could present the children with different possibilities. Specifically, in the 11 block condition, she could ask the children if they would like to share zero blocks (maximizing their own reward), 3 of the blocks (to fulfill the animal’s goal and complete the tower) or 5 of the blocks (to form an approximately equal distribution). This would allow for additional insight into whether children put more emphasis on equity or goal fulfillment, and may make the different possibilities more salient, rather than children performing similarly across all conditions.

4 STUDY 3

Studies 1 and 2 tested whether children could consider that someone had a goal and alter their sharing decisions accordingly. However, an additional factor that has been shown to influence adults’ donation behaviors is a recipient’s proximity to the completion of their goal. Thus, the aim of Study 3 was to investigate whether children take into account how close someone is to accomplishing their goal, and whether this proximity has an influence on their sharing behavior. To do this, children’s level of sensitivity to goal proximity was examined through the utilization of a goal-gradient methodology adapted from Cryder et al. (2013). They found that adults donated more in a charitable scenario when the goal was nearer completion (i.e., 65% or 85% completed) versus when it was still far from completion (i.e., 10%). However, another study (Kuppuswamy & Bayus, 2015) found the opposite pattern; as Kickstarter goals neared completion, donors became less likely to give to that campaign.

In Study 3, children were presented with similar gradient goals to assess whether their sharing behaviors, like adults, are influenced by early- versus late-stage progress towards a goal.
Children are an interesting population to examine here, as they will provide evidence on humans’ earliest charitable donation preferences. To do this, children were introduced to an animal character whose goal was again to build a tower taller than it, which required a total of 32 blocks. In one condition, the high-gradient condition, the tower was 65% complete (with 21 blocks), while in a second condition, the low-gradient condition, the tower was only 10% complete (with 3 blocks). This allowed for an examination of children’s sensitivity to different levels of goal completion, where one tower was nearer completion than another. Both conditions were presented as a first person scenario, similar to the procedure used in Study 2. By affording children the opportunity to interact with these real objects, they may have had a better understanding of the potential contribution that their distribution could have.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants.

Participants were children recruited and tested individually at the Fernbank Museum of Natural History. Families were approached by a researcher and asked if they had interest in participating in a brief research study. A total of 48 participants were recruited for this study, 24 in each of two conditions: high-gradient and low-gradient (G-Power, effect size = .35, alpha = .05, and power = .95).

Half of the participants in each condition were 3- and 4-years-old ($M = 3.54, SD = .51$), while the other half were 5- and 6-years-old ($M = 5.21, SD = .42$). Approximately half of the participants ($n = 29$) were male (two families elected not to disclose gender information), and 70% identified as Caucasian, 13% as other/multiple races, 9% as African American, and 7% as Asian (2 families chose not to identify a race).
4.1.2 Materials.

The two stuffed animals from Study 1 (i.e., a dog and a cat) were used. Each child interacted with one of these two animals in this task. In addition, they had the opportunity to interact with and distribute a set of five small building blocks (1.5 x .6”). Finally, they were presented with a tower of these building blocks, comprised of either 3 (in the low-gradient condition) or 21 (in the high-gradient condition) blocks.

4.1.3 Procedure.

All children were first introduced by the researcher to an animal character standing next to a tower of blocks. The researcher then explained that the animal was trying to build a tower taller than themselves. Children were then randomly assigned to one of two conditions that varied by the tower’s proximity to completion. They were then asked to distribute blocks between themselves and the animal. Notably, children in neither condition had enough blocks to complete the animal’s goal. This decision was made to reflect a common donation situation where it is unlikely that one person would donate all of the money needed to fulfill a charity’s goal. The animal with which children interacted was counterbalanced across participants.

4.1.3.1 Vignette period.

When children approached the table to participate, the researcher handed them five small blocks telling them that they could play with the blocks. She then introduced them to an animal character standing next to a tower of stacked blocks (i.e., “This is dog! And this is dog’s tower”). She then informed the children of the animal’s goal, explaining that the “dog wants to make his tower even taller than he is.”

In the low-gradient condition, the tower next to the animal was comprised of 3 blocks stacked atop one another, representing a completed 10% of the total desired tower height. In the
high-gradient condition, the tower next to the animal consisted of 21 blocks, representing a completed 65% of the total goal. Thus, the only difference between the conditions in the vignette period was the number of stacked blocks present next to the animal character.

4.1.3.2 Response period.

For the test prompt, the researcher asked the children “Would you like to keep playing with your blocks, or would you like to share any of your blocks with the dog?” Children indicated their distribution preferences by relinquishing blocks to the animal, placing them either in front of the animal’s tower, or stacking their blocks on top of the tower.

4.2 Scoring and dependent measures

The dependent measure of interest was the number of blocks that children physically shared with the animal character. Possible responses included zero through five blocks shared. As in Study 2, sharing included only physically relinquishing blocks, either placing blocks in front of the animal, or stacking them on top of already-present tower of blocks. However, relinquishment did not include blocks that were extended to or verbally offered, but ultimately were retained by the child (e.g., Svetlova et al., 2010). Children’s performance was scored in real-time by the experimenter conducting the study, as the experimenter counted the number of blocks relinquished to the animal. For a random 25% of the children in the study, a second researcher was present to code the interaction, also recording how many blocks are relinquished by the child. Inter-rater reliability was 100% between the two raters.

4.3 Results

As the data were non-normally distributed, non-parametric tests were used throughout. Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects of gender (high-gradient, \(U = 54.5, p = .75\); low-gradient \(U = 51, p = .34\)), or animal with whom they interacted (\(U = 257.5, p = .56\)).
Consequently, I collapsed across these variables for all analyses. Finally, preliminary analyses revealed an age difference in the data, whereby older children (ages 5 and 6) shared significantly more blocks \( (M = 3.63) \) than younger children (ages 3 and 4; \( M = 2.33 \)) across conditions (Mann-Whitney \( U = 177, p < .05 \)). Consequently, all data will be analyzed and presented separately for each age group.

The remaining analyses examined whether children’s sharing behavior was influenced by the proximity to goal completion across the high- and low-gradient conditions. Specifically, it was first revealed that the younger children did not show a difference in their sharing behavior across the two conditions (see Figure 4.3.1; \( U = 61, p = .54 \)). In contrast, older children’s sharing decisions showed a different pattern, wherein they shared significantly more blocks in the high-gradient condition \( (M = 4.58) \) than in the low-gradient condition \( (M = 2.67; U = 30.5, p < .05) \).

Furthermore, to examine whether children placed emphasis on equality or goal fulfillment, I conducted a series of one-sample sign tests to compare the number of blocks shared by children to half (2.5 blocks). Younger children’s sharing behaviors did not differ significantly from half in either the high-gradient or the low-gradient condition \( (p = .61; p = .39, \text{ Bonferroni corrected}, \text{ respectively}) \). Older children’s sharing behaviors did not differ significantly from half in the low-gradient condition \( (p = .77) \). However, these 5- and 6-year-olds shared significantly more than half of their blocks in the high-gradient condition \( (p < .01) \).
Figure 4.3.1. The mean number blocks (of 5) distributed in Study 3 to the animal requesting additional resources by condition and age. Error bars represent standard error. Dashed line represents an equitable amount distributed.

Note.
* represents 5- and 6-year-olds giving significantly more blocks in the high- than low-gradient condition
▼ represents 5- and 6-year-olds sharing significantly more than half of their blocks

4.4 Discussion

In this study, 3- and 4-year-old children did not show sensitivity to the proximity of a goal’s completion, as sharing behaviors did not differ across the two conditions in response to the animal’s tower being differentially completed. However, 5- and 6-year-olds began to show such sensitivity and adjusted their sharing behaviors accordingly. Specifically, they chose to share more of their blocks with the animal when the tower was near completion, rather than when it was far from completion. Furthermore, while the younger children’s distributions did not differ significantly from half, the older children prioritized fulfilling the animal’s goal, sharing more than half of their blocks, but only in the high-gradient condition.
The lack of a difference in the 3- and 4-year-olds’ sharing behaviors across conditions suggests that they may not have been sensitive to the varying degree of a goal’s completion. This finding is in line with those from Studies 1 and 2, serving as evidence that younger children appear unable to consider another’s goals when making their sharing decisions. Instead, these children seem to rely on a preference for equity, not showing a significant difference from half in their block distributions. However, while they did not elect to share more than half of their blocks with the animal, this is a higher prevalence of sharing than has been previously found with this age group. Previously, Fehr et al. (2008) found only 8.7% of 3- and 4-year-olds willing to share, preferring to maximize their own rewards rather than sharing with another. Thus, while children may not have felt compelled to maximize the animal’s goals over their own desire for the blocks, they seem to treat their desires equally and distribute the materials between themselves equally, possibly because children were less invested in the resources as their ownership of them was temporary.

Young children’s lack of difference in their sharing behaviors across conditions may serve as evidence that they did not understand differentially presented goals. Thus, it is possible that younger children may have benefitted from a third person scenario in distributing these blocks. For example, if children were given five blocks and asked to distribute between dog’s 65% completed tower and cat’s 10% completed tower, their distributions may have looked different. Presenting these differentially completed towers simultaneously may have provided more support to children, and shed light on how younger children respect goal completion when distributing resources.

By age 5, children’s distributions begin to show a different pattern. Specifically, they exhibit sensitivity to goal completion and adjust their sharing behaviors accordingly. Not only
were the older children willing to share significantly more blocks in the high-gradient than low-gradient condition, but they were also willing to share significantly more than half of their blocks in the high-gradient condition. Thus, this provides evidence that 5- and 6-year-olds may prioritize goal fulfillment over equity. This serves as a contrast to past literature that has found 5- and 6-year-olds largely unwilling to share equally with another (e.g., Fehr et al., 2008). Rather, these children seem to be particularly motivated to share in this study, distributing their resources equitably in the low-gradient condition and even prioritizing the animal’s goal over their own desire for equitably distributed resources in the high-gradient condition as someone’s goal neared completion.

Thus, this study extends past adult literature that presented conflicting findings on how nearing a goal’s completion affects donation behaviors. Specifically, the current findings are in line with work by Cryder et al. (2013) revealing that people act more generously in a situation where a goal is closer to completion rather than when a goal is just beginning. However, this is in contrast with the results of Kuppuswamy and Bayus (2015). In the latter, the authors analyzed Kickstarter data and found that donors were increasingly less likely to contribute to a campaign that was nearing funding compared to those that were further away from their final goal. However, as their data analyzed past Kickstarter campaigns, they consequently could not provide participants with equally desirable donation opportunities. Rather, these users may have donated to campaigns of interest to them, disregarding the proximity to the goal. Thus, the present study informs on how children contend with varying degrees of goal completion, revealing that they prefer to help another with their goal when they have almost achieved their goal. This may be because their contribution is seen as more meaningful, as sharing five blocks in the high-gradient condition may have a seemingly greater impact when only 12 blocks are needed than in the low-
gradient condition when 29 blocks are still needed. Similarly, participants may feel unmotivated to help in scenarios where someone’s goal is in the beginning stages because their contribution is not enough to fulfill the goal at-hand and may feel minimized.

However, while the current findings suggest that the older children varied their distributions by the proximity to the goal, it is possible that this pattern of results instead stemmed from the difference in the magnitude of the towers. That is, children may have been compelled only to add on to the larger tower as it was more salient to them, rather than having an understanding of the proximity to the goal’s completion. Yet, one piece of evidence suggests that this may not be the case, as younger children did not show the same distribution patterns, and shared equally across and high- and low-gradient conditions. Nonetheless, future work may benefit from an investigation that varies goal completion and the size of the towers presented. For example, instead of being presented with either a tall or short tower, children could be presented with towers that are the same height, but require different amounts of resources to complete them. This would inform on children’s motivation to help someone complete a goal nearing proximity while controlling for the salience of the tower.

Taken together, this study serves as the first evidence that by age 5, children share their resources differentially dependent upon how close someone’s goal is to completion. Specifically, these children prefer to donate resources to someone whose goal is nearing completion, rather than to someone whose goal has just begun. This may suggest that children find their donations to be more beneficial when they can donate a larger proportion of the remainder needed. This desire to help an animal complete its goal even superseded children’s desire for their own blocks in the high-gradient condition, suggesting that children do understand someone’s goal and can sacrifice their own rewards to work towards it.
5 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The three studies presented here investigated young children’s distribution and sharing decisions, specifically considering whether understanding another’s goal would influence these distributions. In Study 1, children were asked to distribute resources between two characters whose goal varied across conditions. Younger children’s distributions indicated that they recognized a sharing scenario, differentiating their behaviors when two characters were present compared to when only one character was present. However, they did not show sensitivity to the goal at-hand, dividing resources similarly, regardless of the rationale provided to them. On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds did show sensitivity to the goal at-hand. Specifically, while they too chose to distribute more in a baseline condition in which only one character was present to utilize a resource, they also distributed significantly fewer blocks in the concrete goal condition when given additional resources, suggesting that they prioritized fulfilling the goal, but gave no more than was necessary.

Study 2 expanded this investigation, focusing on how children might respect another’s goal when their own resources were at stake. While the number of blocks that children distributed still showed no difference across conditions, the average number of blocks that they gave to a character in-need was significantly less when they were forced to share their own resources rather when they distributed between two third party characters. Older children’s sharing also took on a different pattern than that was observed in their distributions in Study 1. Specifically, they seemed to struggle with incorporating another’s goal into their own sharing decisions, showing only a marginal difference in the number of blocks shared when they had a large amount of resources, and could share less than half and still fulfill the animal’s goal. Taken together, this study reinforces young children’s difficulty with understanding another’s rationale
for resource desire, and older children’s priority of goal fulfillment over equity, even if it leads them to behave less generously than they otherwise would have.

Finally, Study 3 investigated children’s sensitivity to differentially completed goals. That is, they were presented with a character that had a goal either nearing completion or just beginning, and their sharing behaviors were recorded. Similar to the results of Studies 1 and 2, no evidence was found that 3- and 4-year-olds consider another’s goal, as their sharing behaviors did not differ as a function of how close the character was to its goal. On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds shared significantly more in a scenario where a goal was nearing completion, rather than just beginning. This suggests that by age 5, children are sensitive to different degrees of goal completion, and prefer to share with someone whose goal is closer to being finalized, possibly because they feel that their donation has a proportionally larger impact on this goal’s fulfillment.

Together, these three studies reveal some clear developments in children’s understanding of a sharing scenario. By age 3, children differentiated a potential sharing scenario, in which two possible recipients are present, and a simple distribution scenario, in which only one character is present to receive resources. This was evidenced by more sharing in the baseline condition than either experimental condition in Study 1. They were also able to consider the resource owner when making their distribution decisions, as their distribution decisions differed from Study 1 to Study 2. Children gave significantly more to a requesting character when they belonged to another character than when the resources were their own. This is in line with past research that highlights young children’s difficulty with sharing resources and the preference for maximizing their own reward (Fehr et al., 2008).
However, children do not yet exhibit a complete recognition of another’s goal when forming their distribution decisions. For one, children in the youngest age group did not use another’s goal to guide their distributions, as there was no difference across the non-specific and concrete goal conditions of Studies 1 or 2. This lack of difference existed even when they were a potential recipient of the resources, which was hypothesized to potentially heighten their attention to the character’s rationale. Additionally, these children did not show evidence of considering different degrees of goal completion in Study 3, and the number of blocks shared did not differ when the tower was 10% versus 65% completed. Taken together, this suggests that by age 3, children have a foundational understanding of what is required to constitute a sharing scenario and vary their behaviors when their own resources are involved, but there was no evidence of them incorporating their knowledge of someone’s goal in their distribution decisions.

On the other hand, 5- and 6-year-olds differentiate between a sharing and distribution scenario and alter their behavior when their own resources are involved, and they also take into account someone else’s goal. Specifically, they were able to distinguish between simply having a goal (concrete goal condition) versus no goal (non-specific goal condition) in Studies 1 and 2. Notably, children seemed particularly attuned to another’s goal when they were given 11 blocks, rather than five, which presented them the opportunity to share significantly less than half of their total blocks and still fulfill the others’ goal in the concrete goal condition. This led them to share less than half in this condition, unlike than the non-specific goal condition in which their sharing did not differ from half, suggesting that providing children with a rationale for sharing may sometimes lead them to be less generous.
The results from Studies 1 and 2 may suggest that children seek to maximize their own rewards, sharing only what is necessary to fulfill the goal of another, as they share less than half in the concrete goal conditions. However, the findings from Study 3 illustrate that this self-maximization does not provide a complete picture of children’s sharing. Indeed, the older children in Study 3 also prioritized another’s goal, and did this at the expense of their own resources, but only when the goal was nearing completion. That is, these children were willing to put themselves at a disadvantage, sharing on average 4.5 of their five total blocks with someone who was nearing their goal, but still required additional help. Thus, this provides the first evidence of children viewing someone else’s goal as a priority, and how they adjust their sharing behaviors to fulfill that goal, behaving less equitably when less than half of the total resources are required, but sharing all that they have when more resources are required.

One possible rationale for the observed age-related differences may involve children’s increasingly sophisticated theory of mind. The identified time period (ages 3- to 6-years-old) is crucial in the development of children’s understanding of others’ mental processes (e.g., Wellman, 2011; Wellman & Liu, 2004). In the present studies in particular, children needed to consider two opposing resource desires. In Study 1, these were the desires of two different characters, while in Study 2 the contending desires were their own and another character’s. While 3- and 4-year-olds treated another’s desire for resources similarly to their own, 5- and 6-year-olds showed a more complex understanding of other, where the other character provided them with a concrete rationale for desiring more blocks. Although past research has indicated that children can understand the diverse desires of another person by age 2 (Cassidy et al., 2009; Repacholi & Gopnik, 1997; Wellman & Woolley, 1990), 3- and 4-year-olds have been shown to struggle with understanding that two people with conflicting desires may not both be happy after
receiving an outcome that satisfies only one of them (Lichtermann, 1991, cited in Perner et al., 2005). Thus, sharing here may require more than a simple understanding of another’s opposite desire. Instead, in the current tasks, children were forced to contend with both parties’ desires simultaneously. Although children may understand what a partner desires, until age 5, they may not be able to overcome their own competing desires to fulfill another’s goal.

Another potential mechanism that underlies this struggle with fulfilling another’s desires may be the younger children’s still developing inhibition, the ability to ignore some information or suppress an initial response (e.g., Blaye & Chevalier, 2011). The age range under investigation is known to be a vital one for the development of inhibition. Specifically, Carlson (2005) used a series of tasks in which children had to suppress different desires (e.g., touching a gift, reaching to an incorrect, but highlighted, location). Across tasks, older children were found more sophisticated in their inhibition, with 5-year-olds performing significantly above 3- and 4-year-olds. In the past, such inhibition has also been related to children’s sharing behaviors, where children better able to inhibit themselves are more likely to share (e.g., Moore, Barresi, & Thompson, 1998). In the present studies, if older children’s inhibition is indeed more sophisticated, then they are likely able to override an immediate desire for the blocks, allowing them to instead focus on the goal at-hand.

A final factor of potential influence on children’s prosociality is time spent in formal schooling for the older children. Past research indicates that these experiences may influence prosocial behaviors in a few ways. Specifically, teachers who verbally encourage prosocial behaviors in the classroom had students who displayed more prosociality (Spivak & Farran, 2012). Yet, the presence of peers on prosociality has produced mixed results. Laboratory based work has found that children behave more prosocially in the presence of a peer, particularly
when all possible helping decisions are made known to the peer (Engelmann, Hermann, & Tomasello, 2012; Leimgruber, Shaw, Santos, & Olson, 2012). However, this increase in prosociality was only seen when the participant was the only child able to help, and the peer was unable to provide any help. When a peer is available for help, 5-year-olds exhibit the bystander effect, showing less prosociality when the peer is present than when they are alone (Plötner et al., 2015). This experience with others has an influence on children’s prosociality, and may have a greater impact on older children, who spend a larger amount of their time outside the family setting.

These findings do not align with Paulus’ (2014) goal-alignment theory, which posited that children simply become “infected” with another’s goal, making efforts to carry it through as though it were their own. Rather, children in these studies showed a difference between distributing objects for two others versus themselves and one other. This suggests that children do not treat another’s goal as it was their own, or it would be expected that their performance would be the same in the baseline and experimental conditions. Furthermore, children did not always distribute resources differentially across the non-specific and concrete goal conditions, so providing them with a goal did not always result in a change in their behavior from when no goal was provided. However, like Paulus’ theory, children did show an attunement to others’ goals, as their answers to the manipulation check did not differ from the number of blocks necessary to fulfill a tower, indicating that they did understand the others’ goal and how to complete it. Thus, this goal-alignment theory may not provide a complete picture of how young elementary school age children form their goal-driven distribution decisions, failing to take into account how willing children are to help others as a factor of whose resources are being requested.
Another past theory has been one regarding socialization, where some researchers (Hay & Cook, 2007; Paulus, 2014; Rheingold, 1982; Tomasello & Vaish, 2013; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009a) have posited that children behave prosocially only in an attempt to interact with others. That is, they are not focused on being helpful, rather than only being concerned with an attempt to interact with others. The results of the current project suggest that this is unlikely, as children differed their distributions based on the number of characters present, selectively giving more resources when only one character was present. Furthermore, children in Study 3 showed relatively low levels of sharing in the low-gradient goal, but shared nearly all of their blocks in the high-gradient goal. If children were sharing only in the interest of interacting with others, then it is unlikely that their behaviors would differentiate across conditions, as the scenario presented to them would not influence their interactions.

On a larger scale, the current studies may inform caregivers and teachers about children’s ability to share. Primarily, while children may often be socialized to behave prosocially (Hay & Cook, 2007), this study raises the possibility for manipulations that could target sharing specifically. For example, by age 5, children in the current study adjusted their sharing behaviors to align with someone’s goal; thus, it may be beneficial for adults to explain to children why they are being asked to share. Alternately, it is possible that this will lead them to share less than what is intended, as they prioritize goal fulfillment over equity. Importantly, this may be effective for children as early as in kindergarten, but may not be something that preschoolers are yet able to consider on their own. Adults may also be able to foster cooperation in children utilizing this information, as children were motivated to donate more to someone whose goal was nearing completion. Thus, if children combine their efforts and work together, they may feel as though their contribution is greater and this may foster more teamwork.
One limitation of the current study is that providing children with only five blocks may not have proved sensitive enough to identify a difference between goal prioritization (where the animal’s goal required three additional blocks) and an equitable distribution (2.5 blocks). This may account for the lack of a difference between the concrete and non-specific goal conditions. Rather, future work should investigate how children distribute a smaller number of blocks, examining a preference for equity or goal fulfillment. Furthermore, children’s answers to the manipulation check questions often overestimated the number of blocks required to complete the tower. As children may have thought they needed to give up a larger proportion of their blocks (or all of their blocks, when they had only five), future research may provide children with the number of blocks actually required to fulfill the tower. This would allow for a more confident interpretation of children’s distribution preferences, as it would remove any uncertainty that children were not fulfilling a tower if they meant to do so.

Another important limitation is that children in the current study were recruited at an Atlanta museum, and thus the children in this sample may have been from a higher socioeconomic (SES) status that is representative of the larger Atlanta metropolitan area. Accordingly, these children’s sharing behaviors may not be representative of all children, particularly those who may be impoverished, with a lack of access to resources. However, past work has found that children from lower SES homes are more generous to others (e.g., Guinote, Cotzia, Sandhu, & Siwa, 2015; Piff, Kraus, Côté, Cheng, & Keltner, 2010). Thus, more research is needed with a larger sample, including children from all SES groups to ascertain how access to resources influences children’s distribution behaviors, and the influence that goals may have on such decisions. This may lead to more knowledge on how to promote such prosociality in
children, fostering benefits of such prosocial behaviors, such as higher social sophistication and lower externalizing problems, which children from lower SES backgrounds may struggle with.

Finally, there may have been some methodological limitations in the present studies that should be further investigated in future works. For one, the blocks used in Studies 1 and 2 may have been too interesting for the children, distracting them from the task at-hand. Conversely, the blocks used in Study 3 were likely much less interesting, and children may have shared them with the character as they had little interest in keeping the blocks for themselves. Thus, finding resources with an appropriate level of salience will be vital for future work, and it is possible that providing them with small food treats will make the resources more salient and more comparable with past work. Additionally, further examinations may provide a third person scenario for Study 3, in which children are presented simultaneously with two characters with respective goals that are the same height, but require a different number of resources for completion. This would provide a better understanding of how the proximity to a goal influences children’s sharing behaviors, and provide a better comparison to real world situations in which people have the opportunity to compare different charities’ goals simultaneously.

Overall, these studies revealed that age 5 may be a pivotal time in development of children’s sharing behaviors, as children younger than age 5 seem to exhibit a sensitivity to the requirements of a sharing scenario, but not to a rationale presented to them for resource requirement. Conversely, 5-year-olds begin to show different sharing patterns dependent on the proximity of the goal’s completion. Furthermore, there is evidence that children show a prioritization of goal fulfillment, doing whatever is necessary to fulfill a goal, whether this requires sharing less than half of their resources or all of their resources.
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